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### Introduction
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1. **Prayers before Leaving for Israel**
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   At a Congregational Service
   
   Meditation for a Group
   
   Meditation for an Individual
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Shabbat Service prior to the Trip

   *Mi Shebeirach* on Behalf of One Traveling to Israel
   
   *Mi Shebeirach* Recited by the Traveler to Israel
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*T’filat HaDerech* – The Traveler’s Prayer
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At the Time of Departure

   For a Trip to Israel
   
   For Individuals, Families, and Congregations Traveling to
   
   Israel for the First Time
   
   For Annual or Frequent Travelers to Israel
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2. **Prayers upon Arriving in Israel**
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Upon First Setting Foot in Israel

Meditation for a Group

Before Retiring on a First Night in Israel

3. **Prayers and Readings for Visiting Special Sites**
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Jerusalem

   Upon Seeing Jerusalem for the First Time
   
   Upon Entering the Old City

---
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Tel Aviv 31
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Caesarea 35
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For Other Bodies of Water 39
A Spring-Fed Stream 39
The Mediterranean Sea or the Gulf of Aqaba/Eilat 39

For Mountains 40
Masada 41
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When Planting a Tree in Israel 44
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When Visiting Kibbutzim or Other Agricultural Settlements 45

Where a Miracle Occurred 46
Where Idolatry Was Uprooted 46

When Visiting a Grave 47
At a Historic Synagogue 48

At an Archaeological Site, Museum, or Display of Antiquities 49
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